3o	VOCABULARY
Such compounds are of course much used; but they are ugly
when they are otiose; it might be worth while to talk of a war-
famous brewer, or of a peace-famous general, just as we often
have occasion to speak of a carpet-knight, but of a carpet-broom
only if it is necessary to guard against mistake.
Russia's disposition is aggressive . . . Japan may conquer, but she
will not aggress.—Times.
Though aggress is in the dictionary, every one will feel that it is
rare enough to be practically a neologism, and here a nonce-
word. The mere fact that it has never been brought into
common use, though so obvious a fonn, is sufficient condemna-
tion.
She did not answer at once, for, in her rather super-sensitised mood,
it seemed to her . . .—E. f. benson.
The word is, we imagine, a loan from photography. Expressions
so redolent of the laboratory are as well left alone unless the
metaphor they suggest is really valuable. Perhaps, if rather
and super- were cancelled against each other, sensitive might
suffice.
Notoriously and unctuously rectitudinous.—Westminster Gazette.
Some readers will remember the origin of this in Cecil Rhodes*s
famous remark about the unctuous rectitude of British states-
men, and the curious epidemic of words in -ude that prevailed
for some months in the newspapers, especially the Westminster
Gazette. Correctitude^ a needless variant for correctness, has not
perished like the rest.
We only refer to it again because Mr. Balfour clearly thinks it
necessary to vindicate his claims to correctitude. This desire for
correctitude is amusingly illustrated in the Outlook this week, which ...
—Westminster Gazette.
All these formations, whether happy or the reverse, may be
assumed to be conscious ones: the few that now follow—we shall
call them new even if they have a place in dictionaries, since
they are certainly not current—are possibly unconscious:
The minutes to dinner-time were numbered, and they briskened
their steps back to the house.—e. F. benson, (quickened)

